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Grab your boots and your rifle and ride into Rogue Town
Published on 05/14/12
Houston-based Vapssky Technologies today announced the release of Rogue Town for the
iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. An endless runner that mixes fast-paced action with dark
western themes, this game puts players in the spurs of a bank robber fleeing the law and
grabbing loot along the way. Players must dodge obstacles, gun down their enemies, and
pick up as much cash as they can while the chase speeds up. Rogue Town's gameplay
emphasizes quick reflexes and fast trigger fingers.
Houston, Texas - Vapssky Technologies, an established mobile application and games
developer, has today announced the launch of Rogue Town in the Apple App Store. Compatible
with the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch, Rogue Town is an intense 2-D endless runner that
lets players step into the stirrups of a rogue on the run! Complete with dark, desolate
landscapes, this adventure provides players with addicting gameplay, quick arcade action,
and the thrill of the chase as players dodge, leap, and fight their way past obstacles and
enemies. Rogue Town is currently available for download in the Apple App Store for free in
the Games category.
Rogue Town's gameplay emphasizes quick reflexes and fast trigger fingers. The game gives
players control of the rogue, a mysterious loner who's in town long enough to visit the
local bank... and out again before the authorities can catch up to him. Players must keep
the rogue's speed up by leaping over barriers, ducking under low-hanging obstacles, and
gunning down attacking vigilantes. Players use Rogue Town's intuitive tap controls to
dodge and fire when obstacles and enemies appear. By keeping the rogue running as long as
possible, players can rack up achievements, post their high scores on leaderboards, and
collect cash to spend in Rogue Town's store on new vehicles and other upgrades.
Rogue Town includes over 25 achievements that users can attain by running farther,
eliminating enemies, and collecting cash along the way. The achievements system and the
Game Center leaderboard tie-ins will keep players competing against their friends and
their own high scores. Rogue Town's straightforward, fast-paced gameplay and scoring
systems are perfect for competition.
Upgrades enhance the variety and rewards of gameplay. As they play, users can collect bags
of cash that they can spend in Rogue Town's store on new vehicles, extra lives, and bonus
multipliers. Buying motorcycle rides allows players to zip through the landscape, covering
a greater distance faster. Players can soar through the game with the glider, collecting
money bags as they dive and weave through the sky. Players purchasing resurrection bonuses
will be treated to an extra life when they make a mistake, whether by blundering into an
obstacle or an attacking enemy. Finally, multipliers will allow players to temporarily
double, triple, and quadruple the number of bags they collect when they get a full set of
golden bags.
Dark, moody atmospheres and threatening landscapes set the stage in Rogue Town. The rogue
will race through open highways, gnarled forests, abandoned carnivals, and desolate cities
in his flight from the law. Each new landscape draws the player further into the rogue's
escape and into this dark vision of the wild west. Players that can make it far enough
will be treated to the rogue's tripped-out dream sequence, a temporary haven of cash and
clouds. But they'd better be ready to run again when the rogue's feet hit the ground.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 67 MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Rogue Town 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Vapssky Technologies:
http://www.vapssky.com/
Rogue Town 1.0:
http://vapssky.com/roguetown.php
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/rogue-town/id482339155
YouTube Video (Trailer):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uF6SRU2znbA
Screenshot 1:
http://vapssky.com/images/gameimages/roguetown/images/screen-5.png
Screenshot 2:
http://vapssky.com/images/gameimages/roguetown/images/screen-4.png

Vapssky Technologies, headquartered in Houston, Texas, is a mobile application development
studio creating productive, attractive, and user-friendly mobile applications. Vapssky
Technologies is pioneering the mobile application development field by designing
innovative mobile games and tools that enhance the user experience. Copyright (C) 2012
Vapssky Technologies. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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